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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2016 8:25 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is a critical short-term view:

This remains much the same as Monday morning on the weak global Advance Purchasing
Managers Indices Monday morning along with other soft data still encouraging EQUITIES
strength. This is the sort of thing that might ultimately hurt the equities, yet has continued to
encourage a ‘bad news is good news’ psychology for now. For anyone who is interested in a more
extensive review of all of the potentially negative factors, see Friday’s Commentary: Abysmal
News is Good News at www.rohr-blog.com. And in a less critical way this has continued into this
morning on weak German IFO and US home prices.
For now the bears must be content to allow that they are likely to get better levels at which to
ultimately sell the EQUITIES if the bad news remains pervasive enough. There was also extensive
discussion of the economic headwinds in last Thursday’s ALERT!! If you are interested in that
analysis please refer back to that.
Here’s the critical consideration today: The key this morning is still that the current EQUITIES
strength has put the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE up into a critical condition for the near term
trend. In the wake of the 1,922 DOWN Break below the short-term aggressive up channel on
Thursday, the higher 1,925-32 resistance is more heavily fraught with trend implications.
The violation of the 1,922 DOWN Break by a gap higher opening Monday morning above the
next higher resistance (which was not even fully tested last week) has turned the whole area
into more resilient support than would have previously been the case. The next higher
resistances are at least as high as interim levels at 1,950 and 1,958-62, or even the more
substantial 1,970-75.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest TrendView video analysis at www.rohr-
blog.com for more on the current trend evolution. It is available to all Gold and Platinum
subscribers.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-
blog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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